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Country NameSwitzerland

The heart of Europe, the green and environmentally friendly country, 
Switzerland has much more to offer than chocolate, mountains & cheese. 

Easily reachable from all over the world, there is hardly another country with 
such a great variety of corporate meeting possibilities. Vibrating cities, rich 
gastronomy, luscious lake and mountain landscapes, summer and winter 

destinations. Let Switzerland inspire your guests.
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Day 1
Lausanne



Country NameSwitzerland

Day 1

o Morning - Arrival and Meeting

Arrive to a warm welcome (complete with chocolate gift) in Geneva Airport, and enjoy a short transfer to Lausanne, 
the main city in the Lake Geneva region. Business meeting and

Swiss buffet lunch in the surrounds of historic hotel walls.

o Afternoon Teambuilding Activity - Shoot for fun!

Explore Lausanne while creating your very own movie! Armed with camera and movie making materials, teams 
discover the city’s famous landmarks and interact with the locals while filming. There’s time for a celebratory “verre
de l’amitié” in a local café before returning to the hotel.

o Evening - Citius, Altius, Fortius dinner

Faster, higher, stronger is the Olympic motto! In the dining room of the Olympic sports museum, guests enjoy a 
gourmet dinner in the presence of sports equipment which has been used by past Olympic champions.

But the real champions tonight are sitting in the audience and Olympic gold medals are about to be bestowed on 
the creators of the afternoon’s winning movie.
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Country NameSwitzerland

Day 2

o Morning - Teambuilding - Swiss Riviera wine rally

Travel from the hotel to specific locations in the heart of the wine making region. The challenge is to pick up bikes 
and follow several cycling trails through the vineyards.

Throughout the ride, there will be compulsory stops where teams will perform tasks in order to proceed to the next 
stop. All tasks and clues are connected to wine and the entire activity concludes with corroborating lunch served in 
a cellar with local wines.

o Transfer to Airport for flights home
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Switzerland

Rue de Pré-Bouvier, 9, 1242, Satigny, Geneva | 

Schffhauserstrasse, 550, 8052, Zurich 

Switzerland

Ovationdmc.com/country/switzerland-2
Phone Geneva: +41.22.33.99.900

Phone Zurich: +41.44.809.42.00

Thank

you!


